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by Robyn Chachula 

crochet by faye 



Crystal Lace Bolero 
 

For me inspiration comes from literally everything I touch.  This bolero is all emotions.  See my best friend recently 
moved to Phoenix and me in the east coast, I definitely had mixed emotions.  On one hand I was jumping for 
joy, because it was their dream move, and really, a perfect city for them.  But on the other hand, what the 
heck can you crochet for your biggest supporter when she moves to the hottest city in the US?  So Crystal’s 
lace was born.  It all started with the notion of hot weather crocheting.  You want something that is little and 
very portable…..Hmm, obviously it must be a granny square.  Now for fiber, yes cotton is great, but where’s the 
elastic in it?  And Phoenix does have cool nights…. Ah, need a light wool/ nylon fiber blend.  And boom, the 
bolero was born.  So watch out, you never know when your emotions are going to challenge you to crochet! 
 
Equipment: 

1. Softwist by Berroco, #9467 Amethyst, (41% wool, 59% nylon), 100 yards, 5(7,9) hanks 
2. I/9- 5.50mm Hook 
3. Needle for weaving in ends 

 
Gauge: 
 4”x 4”=Granny Square 
 
Special Stitches:  

DC2Tog:  Yarn over, Insert hook into circle, Yarn over, Draw up loop, Yarn over, Draw through 2 loops on 
hook, Yarn over, Insert hook into circle, Yarn over, Draw up loop, Yarn over, Draw through 2 
loops on hook, Yarn over, Draw through remaining 3 loops on hook  

Cluster:  Yarn over, (Insert hook into circle, Yarn over, Draw up loop, Yarn over, Draw through 2 loops on 
hook) 3 times total, Yarn over, Draw through remaining 4 loops on hook 

 

Notes: 
1. Sizes Small, (Meduim, Large) fit Busts 28”-32”, (33”-36”, 38”-44”) and Upper Arm Circumference 9” 

(12”, 15”).  Sizes vary greatly between themselves, due to the granny squares. 
2. Please watch size as you join granny squares.  Softwist is very elastic and will stretch, so if you plan on 

using a different yarn, check fit often.  Fit is intended to be relaxed. 
3. Keep in mind that you can easily alter the garment by changing the layout of the granny squares.  

For example, if you would rather cap sleeves; leave off the grannies at the arm.  Or if you want a 
shrug; leave off the grannies at the front panels.  The options are yours, enjoy exploring. 

 

The Plans: 

 

SMALL LAYOUT 

MEDIUM LAYOUT 

LARGE LAYOUT 



Construction:  

 
 
Granny Square:   
Make 10, (22, 36)  See Stitch Diagram for assistance 
CH6, SL to first CH (circle made), CH2 
Round 1: DC2Tog in circle, (CH 3, CL) in circle 7 times total, CH 1, HDC into top of DC2Tog 
Round 2: (CH 5, SC into top of CH 3 space) 7 times total, CH 2, DC into HDC on previous round 
Round 3: *CH 5, (CL, CH 3, CL) into next CH 5 space, CH 5, SC in next CH 5 space*, repeat * * for a total 

of 3 times, CH 5, (CL, CH 3, CL) into next CH 5 space, CH 2, DC into DC of previous round 
Round 4: *CH 5, SC into next CH 5 space, CH 5, SC into CH 3 space, CH 5, SC into CH 3 space, CH 5, SC 

into next CH 5 space*, repeat * * for a total of 4 times, Fasten Off, Weave in ends 
 
 
Half  Granny Square:  
Make 0, (2, 0) 
CH6, SL to first CH (circle made), CH2 
Round 1: DC2Tog in circle, (CH 3, CL) in circle 7 times total, CH 1, HDC into top of DC2Tog 
Round 2: (CH 5, SC into top of CH 3 space) 4 times total, CH 2, DC into HDC on previous top of next CH 

3 space 
Round 3: CH 5, turn, (CL, CH 3, CL) into next CH 5 space, CH 5, SC in next CH 5 space, CH 5, (CL, CH 3, 

CL) into next CH 5 space, CH 2, DC into top of next CH 5 space 
Round 4: CH 5, turn, SC into CH 3 space, CH 5, SC into CH 3 space, (CH 5, SC into next CH 5 space) 

twice, CH 5, SC into CH 3 space, CH 5, SC into CH 3 space, CH 5, SC into next CH 5 space, 
Fasten Off, Weave in ends 

 
 
¾ Granny Square:  
Make 4, (2, 4) 
CH6, SL to first CH (circle made), CH2 
Round 1: DC2Tog in circle, (CH 3, CL) in circle 7 times total, CH 1, HDC into top of DC2Tog,  
Round 2: (CH 5, SC into top of CH 3 space) 6 times total, CH 2, DC into CH3 space, turn 
Round 3: *CH 5, (CL, CH 3, CL) into next CH 5 space, CH 5, SC in next CH 5 space*, repeat * * for a total 

of 2 times, CH 5, (CL, CH 3, CL) into next CH 5 space, CH 2, DC into CH 5 space, turn 
Round 4: CH 5, turn, SC into CH 3 space, CH 5, SC into CH 3 space, CH 5, SC into next CH 5 space, *CH 

5, SC into next CH 5 space, CH 5, SC into CH 3 space, CH 5, SC into CH 3 space, CH 5, SC into 
next CH 5 space*, repeat * * for a total of 2 times, Fasten Off, Weave in ends 



 

Details:   Use Small, Medium, Large Layout and Legend for placement of grannies.  Join all grannies as layout 
shows, then join arm and side seams in same joining method below. 

 
Joining four grannies:   CH6, SL to first CH (circle made), CH2, 
DC2Tog in circle, *CH1, SC in CH 5 space of corner of granny, CH 
1, CL in circle, CH 3, CL in circle*,  3 times total, CH1, SC in CH 5 
space of corner of granny, CH 1, CL in circle, CH 1, HDC into top of 
DC2Tog, (center made) DC into next CH 5 space of first granny, 
CH 3, SC into next CH 5 space of next granny, CH 3, SC into 
previous CH 5 space of first granny, *CH 3, SC into next CH 5 space 
of next granny, CH 3, SC into next CH 5 space of first granny*, 
repeat * * 2 times total, CH 5, SC into last CH 5 space of next 
granny, Fasten off, Weave in ends 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Joining between centers:  Join yarn to a ch 3 
space of first center, DC into next CH 5 space of 
first granny, CH 3, SC into next CH 5 space of next 
granny, CH 3, SC into previous CH 5 space of first 
granny, *CH 3, SC into next CH 5 space of next 
granny, CH 3, SC into next CH 5 space of first 
granny*, repeat * * 2 times total, CH 3, SC into 
CH3 space of next center, CH3, SC into last CH 5 
space of next granny, Fasten off, Weave in ends 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Joining Continues:   CH6, SL to first CH (circle 
made), CH2, DC2Tog in circle, *CH1, SC in CH 5 
space of corner of granny, CH 1, CL in circle, CH 
1, SC into CH 5 space of joining, CH1, CL in circle*,  
3 times total, CH1, SC in CH 5 space of corner of 
granny, CH 1, CL in circle, CH 1, HDC into top of 
DC2Tog, (center made) DC into next CH 5 space 
of first granny, CH 3, SC into next CH 5 space of 
next granny, CH 3, SC into previous CH 5 space of 
first granny, *CH 3, SC into next CH 5 space of 
next granny, CH 3, SC into next CH 5 space of first 
granny*, repeat * * 2 times total, CH 5, SC into last 
CH 5 space of next granny, Fasten off, Weave in 
ends 
 
 
 



Joining at Cuff  Edge:  Join yarn to a ch 3 space of 
first center, DC into next CH 5 space of first granny, 
CH 3, SC into next CH 5 space of next granny, CH 3, 
SC into previous CH 5 space of first granny, *CH 3, SC 
into next CH 5 space of next granny, CH 3, SC into 
next CH 5 space of first granny*, repeat * * 2 times 
total, CH 3, SC into CH5 space the corner of the 
granny, CH2, SC into CH 5 space of the corner of the 
next granny, CH3, SL to next CH 5 space, Fasten off, 
Weave in ends 
 
 
 
 
 
Edging at Neck and Front Panel:  Join yarn to 
CH 3 space of center, CH3, SC to next CH 5 space of 
granny, {if at neck edge, (CH 5, SC to next CH 5 
space) twice, CH 3, SC to next CH3 space of center}, 
Fasten Off Weave in ends 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Finishing: 
 
Arm Cuff :  Join yarn to underarm with a SL in any CH 5 space. CH 6, turn 
Row 1: SC in second CH from hook and in each CH across, SL in CH space of granny 

twice (first SL joins row to bolero, second SL counts as turning ch), turn 
Row 2: SC backloop in each SC across, CH 1, turn 
Row 3: SC backloop in each SC across, SL in CH space twice, turn 
Continue rows 2-3 evenly around arm cuff.  To create a gather, skip one ch each CH 5 

space and every SC.  Whip stitch cuff together, Fasten off, Weave in ends 
 

 
Col lar:  Join yarn to back with a SL in any CH 5 space. CH 13, turn 
Row 1: SC in second CH from hook and in each CH across, SL in CH space of granny 

twice (first SL joins row to bolero, second SL counts as turning ch), turn 
Row 2: SC backloop in each SC across, CH 1, turn 
Row 3: SC backloop in each SC across, SL in CH space twice, turn 
Continue rows 2-3 evenly around arm cuff.  To create a gather, skip one ch each CH 5 

space and every SC.  Whip stitch collar together, Fasten off, Weave in ends 
 

Designer’s Bio: 
 I have been crocheting for a short time, but crafting my own style for years. My older sister used to always tell 
everyone that I was going to have my own fashion line one day, well, that lasted until I enrolled in college as an 
architectural engineer. My day job is designing structural renovations and restorations of existing buildings, 
which may seem like a far cry from crochet fashion design. But for me, they are one in the same. They both use 
my ability to take a big project and break it down into little items that I can understand, then piece them back 
together for the overall big picture. You find more of my architecturally inspired pieces at my blog, 
crochetbyfaye.blogspot.com.  Or check out even more fun patterns like these at Crochet Me.com. 

 


